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     In the life and teachings of Jesus, as recorded in Luke 17 – 21, we find seven foundation  
stones upon which to build strong spiritual lives.     We’ve looked at Faith, Gratitude,  
Persistence, and Humility.    Today, based on Jesus’ interactions with Zacchaeus, we examine  
the matter of Outreach.    (Two other words we commonly use:  Evangelism, Missions.)     
    A closer look at the story.   Tax collectors in Jesus’ day, as we noted last Sunday, were Jews  
who collected taxes for the Roman Empire.  Seen as outcasts and traitors to their own people.    
Without much oversight, it was a position conducive to fraud.     As long as they collected the  
right amount for Rome, they could add whatever surcharges they wanted.   One commentator  
notes, “Few Jews who became agents of the Romans would likely have been scrupulously  
honest.”  (1)   Notice, in v. 2, that Zacchaeus was a chief tax collector, so he likely demanded an 
extra cut from all the collectors under him.   Note also in v. 2 that “he had become very rich.”    
     Makes me wonder why he wanted so desperately to see Jesus.   In his position of status and  
power, maybe he was intrigued by famous people.   Perhaps he was just curious to learn more  
about this rabbi who could heal people.   I like to imagine, however, that in spite of his lavish  
lifestyle, there was still something missing in his life, something he would lie awake at night  
wondering about.   “I have all this stuff, but I’m not really happy.   And I can’t get out of my  
mind those poor people I’ve ripped off.”    Whatever the motivation, when Zacchaeus heard that  
Jesus was coming to his town, he ran ahead of the crowd and climbed a sycamore-fig tree.    
    It must have been an amusing scene – this short guy with jewelry and costly robes, up in a  
tree looking down on the crowd!    No doubt most of the people walking past knew him, but  
diverted their eyes away in disdain.    To their surprise, Jesus stops, looks up, and calls him by  
name, “Zacchaeus”.     How does Jesus, a stranger in town, know this guy?   And why would he  
let anyone know?    Then the bombshell, “Come down quickly, because I must be a guest in your  
home today.”      You must be kidding!   Jesus obviously doesn’t know much about this guy!   As  
Zacchaeus quickly climbs down to meet Jesus, the crowd falls behind.   The tax collector’s  
excitement is obvious, as he practically dances along the road beside Jesus.    There is much to  
read between the lines from V. 7 to v. 8.    When they arrive at Zacchaeus’ place, I imagine that  
he orders his servants to quickly make up a meal for this special guest(s).   Here’s an intriguing  
question we can’t answer from our text:   Did any of Jesus’ disciples go inside with him?   Were  
any of them able to break this barrier and have a meal with a despised tax collector, or did they  
wait outside with the rest of the condemning crowd?   More importantly, what might have  
been the conversation between Jesus and Zacchaeus?    I picture it like this:   Sensing an  
absence of judgment/condemnation from the rabbi, Zacchaeus begins to open up, telling Jesus  
about his sleepless nights.   About the emptiness he feels inside, in spite of all the luxuries at his  
beck and call.     Fresh in Jesus’ memory (look back one chapter) was a recent encounter with  
another wealthy man, who came to Jesus with a question about finding eternal life.   To him  
Jesus had said, “Though you say you have kept all the commandments, you still lack one thing –  
go sell everything you have and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven.  Then  
come, follow me.”    Unfortunately, that was too much of a sacrifice, and he had dejectedly  
walked away.   Perhaps Jesus told Zacchaeus that story, finishing with the same invitation:   



“Come, follow me.”    This one turns out differently.   Zacchaeus gets up from his reclining  
position and “stands before the Lord”, a posture of resolute determination.   “Jesus, I will give  
half of my wealth to the poor.   And to those I’ve cheated, I will give back four times as much.”     
This is going to be very difficult, to go back and figure out all those accounts; it will likely be a  
large sum of money.    But it is clear that Zacchaeus will follow through. 
    There is a great deal to consider in Jesus’ response.  “Salvation has come to this home today.”   
But wait a minute, Jesus!   Isn’t this salvation by works?     He didn’t pray the “sinner’s prayer.”    
He hasn’t gotten baptized yet.    He hasn’t been going to church regularly.   What other  
benchmarks do we consider necessary in order to declare that a person has been “saved”?     
Putting all of that aside, Jesus observes in Zacchaeus an inner change that has resulted in  
outward acts of generosity and restitution.   I like the way Sommer’s Commentary puts it, “He  
did not offer his restitution as penance to gain divine favor, but with the spontaneous gratitude  
of one who has come to know the joy of confession and the sense of well-being in the  
commitment of himself to God’s way.”  (2)     Then in our last verse, Jesus declares his mission – 
being sent by God “…to seek and save those who are lost.”     
   Before looking at a few lessons on outreach from this story, I’d like to note the emphasis in  
the book of Luke on “sending” and “seeking.”   Back in Ch. 10 we find Jesus sending out 72  
workers to spread the good news of his kingdom to the places he planned to visit.   (We’ll pick  
this up later.)     Then in Ch. 15, Jesus tells three parables.  The first is about a shepherd with  
100 sheep, who leaves 99 of them in the fold and goes out looking for one that had strayed.   
The second story is about a woman with 10 coins, who lost one, but didn’t give up searching for  
it until it was found.   And the third story about two sons, one who left home and wasted his  
dad’s money in wild living before returning home in repentance…..both brothers being “lost” in  
their own particular way.     Luke seems to be driving home the point that we as followers of  
Jesus are being sent out to bring his good news to those around us who are lost.  
    So what lessons on outreach do we find in this story?    Let’s start at the beginning of their  
encounter.    As Jesus is walking along, he “looks up at Zacchaeus.”   First step:   1. Keep Eyes,  
Ears, and Hearts Open!     Be aware of those around you who might be searching for something  
better in their lives.    Those who are discouraged or depressed.   Those who may be in the  
middle of a crisis.    In some cases, like a rich man perched on a tree branch, it’s easy to tell  
when someone needs Jesus.   Other times, a person’s searching is more subtle.  Complaints  
about things that have gone wrong in their lives.  Even facial expressions and body language can  
indicate that a person is hurting inside.             
   2.  Use personal names.    Jesus calls the person by name -- Zacchaeus.    How much it means  
to people to hear their name called…..that someone they admire or look up to knows who they  
are.     When I was an early teen, a group from our church would go out one Sunday afternoon a  
month to a town about 12 miles from our country church.    We carried a pack of pamphlets  
(“gospel tracts”) that explained the way of salvation.   We would knock on doors and whenever  
anyone would open the door a crack, we would say,  “Hi.  Would you like one of these?”    Often  
the answer was “no” as the door quickly closed.    Sometimes they would nod as they took it, or  
even say “thanks.”     I don’t recall if we ever asked for their names, or gave our own names or  
church name.   Nor do I remember ever being invited inside, to chat over cookies and milk.   We  
were moving up and down the sidewalks quickly… we had a certain number of pamphlets to  
hand out that day.   You can probably guess the number of people who ended up coming to our  



church as a result of our well-intended efforts in outreach.    Which takes us to Lesson 3. 
   3.  Get involved in people’s lives.    Perhaps the most stunning part of today’s story is that  
Jesus invites himself to Zacchaeus’ house.   Overly aggressive, you might say?   Perhaps.   Or did  
Jesus sense that this person, rejected by his own people, longed to have someone, anyone, stop  
in and spend a little time at his place?     Take time to get to know people….your neighbor, co- 
worker.   Hang out with them….at their place, your place, or a more neutral place like a  
restaurant or coffee shop.   Listen to them attentively.   Consider how your relationship is a  
two-way matter….both giving and receiving.     Jesus was a master at this – allowing Zacchaeus  
the privilege of hosting him.   And the Samaritan woman at the well, “Could you give me a drink  
of water?”  Avoid the condescending attitude that I’m the one who has something important to  
give, and the other is simply to receive my help.        
     Going back to Jesus instructions to the 72 in Ch. 10, we find a classic passage about getting  
involved in other people’s lives.  “Don’t take a purse or extra sandals.   When you enter a house,  
first say, ‘Peace to this house.’   Stay in that house, eating and drinking whatever they give you…  
When you are welcomed, eat what is set before you.   Heal the sick and tell them, ‘The kingdom  
of God is near.’”   
    At some point, if you sense an open door, you might ask, “May I share with you what God has  
done in my life?”   As you really get to know someone, you probably won’t even have to  
ask…they’ll be asking you.    Apparently that’s what Peter thought, when he wrote, “Always be  
prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you  
have. But do this with gentleness and respect.”   I Peter 3:15 
    4.  Affirm them for any steps in the right direction.      We saw how Jesus avoided some of  
the prescribed boxes we use to describe what “salvation” looks like.   He saw the change in  
Zacchaeus, and affirmed that a new life had begun for him.    In most cases, salvation is an  
ongoing experience, as people open themselves more and more to God in a process of change.   
Let others know of your own struggles, that following Jesus is a life-long experience of failing 
and learning and growing.   
    Today’s message is a great introduction to our 2017 theme.   The Spirit of God is calling each  
of us to a mission of outreach to those who need Jesus.   Are you ready to say, “Here am I, Lord,  
send me”? 
    (Prayer)   
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